4. Losos, J., Jackman, T., Larson, A., de Queiroz, K., and Rodriguez-Schettino, L. (1998 While a ciliated organizer generates vertebrate left-right asymmetry, most invertebrates lack an organizer and instead utilize a myosinbased mechanism. A recent study now reveals that this myosin mechanism is conserved in the vertebrate organizer and functions to regulate cilia.
From snails to humans, asymmetry across the left and right side of the body is essential for life, and even love. Just ask Jeremy the Lonely Snail who was born with a rare body axis defect -a reversecoiled shell [1] . Recently, Jeremy became a media sensation as researchers made a public plea to help him find a lover, as he was unable to mate with normal-coiled snails. Luckily, all the media exposure did lead to a happy ending -several reversecoiled partners were found for Jeremy that resulted in a successful mating. Despite all the excitement over a mollusk love story, Jeremy's keeper sought to use his rare condition to understand the genetics of left-right asymmetry and human diseases that are caused by defective left-right patterning. In humans, aberrant left-right axis asymmetry can result in severe birth defects, such as congenital heart disease -literally a broken heart. In the past two decades, rapid progress has been made in our understanding of how left-right (LR) axis asymmetry is generated in numerous species. Through these studies, differing mechanisms for the determination of LR asymmetry have been identified, which have brought into question the evolutionary origin of LR asymmetries and why multiple independent pathways exist for laterality [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . A new study by Blum et al., published recently in Current Biology, has shed light on this elusive question through the identification of a unifying molecular mechanism that underlies the etiology of LR patterning in both vertebrates and invertebrates [9] .
In most vertebrates, namely rabbit [10] , mouse [11] , Xenopus [12] and zebrafish [13] , the mechanism of left-right axis determination requires the cilium, a cellsurface organelle [5] . During gastrulation and neurulation stages, motile cilia along the surface of a transient epithelium, coined the 'left-right organizer' (LRO), drive leftward flow of extra-embryonic fluid that functions as the initial signal that breaks LR symmetry [14] . Following the onset of flow, asymmetric expression of the gene Nodal, which encodes a member of the transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-b) superfamily, and its inhibitor Dand5, are induced on one side of the lateral plate mesoderm (LPM)
In contrast, most invertebrates do not develop a LRO and rely on a cilium-independent mechanism for LR determination. In C. elegans, which lack a LRO, motile cilia and Nodal signaling, left-right asymmetry is present in the nervous system and in early asymmetric cell cleavage that is driven by actomyosin and non-canonical Wnt signaling [15] [16] [17] . In Drosophila, which are also devoid of a LRO, motile cilia and Nodal, left-right asymmetry of the gut and gonads depends on an actin-based molecular motor (Myosin 1D; Myo1D) and planar cell polarity (PCP) [4, 18, 19] . This contrast between cilia-dependent and independent mechanisms of left-right patterning has supported the notion that multiple divergent pathways have evolved to drive LR asymmetry throughout the animal kingdom.
Through a series of elegant experiments in Xenopus, Blum et al. have now shown that a shared and conserved mechanism exists between vertebrate and invertebrate left-right patterning: Myo1D-dependent PCP [9] . Mutants and knockdown embryos that lack Myo1D display numerous phenotypic hallmarks of aberrant left-right patterning -reversed or randomized positioning of the heart, gut and gall bladder. Further, genes that encode components of Nodal signaling, such as Nodal1 and Pitx2, were absent or misexpressed in the LPM.
To investigate the upstream causal mechanisms of failed Nodal induction, Blum et al. then examined the patterning and function of the LRO in Myo1d knockdown embryos. Strikingly, they found numerous defects specifically affecting cilia biogenesis and flow generation in the LRO, while LRO gross morphology was unaffected. The initial clue for aberrant LRO function in Myo1d knockdown embryos came from failed degradation of Dand5 transcripts, a process that the group previously showed is dependent on LRO flow. Congruently, they found Myo1d knockdown embryos to exhibit fewer and shorter cilia, abnormal cilia-driven flow patterns, and failed anterior-posterior orientation of cilia. These defects, as well as previous work in rat tracheal epithelial cells that linked loss of Myo1d to aberrant rotational planar cell polarity (PCP) of multi-ciliated cells [20] , collectively suggest that PCP could be the missing link between Myo1d and left-right development. Blum et al. then employed several well-established assays in Xenopus development to confirm a functional relationship between Myo1d and PCP. First, the authors examined for phenotypes that are commonly associated with dysfunctional PCP in Xenopus. In support of a role for PCP in Myo1d knockdown embryos, the authors observed defects in apical constriction of the cell surface, neural tube closure and epidermal multi-ciliated cell formation. Second, they assayed for convergence and extension by employing classic 'Keller explants', whereby gastrulation-related tissues are dissected and cultured ex vivo. While control explants successfully underwent convergence and extension, the majority of Myo1d knockdown embryos failed to do so. Third, the authors demonstrated a genetic synergy between Myo1d and a core PCP component, Vangl2. While sub-phenotypic knockdowns of Myo1d and Vangl2 did not produce LR defects individually, embryos with a combined knockdown of both resulted in more severe and profound LR defects. These results establish a role for Myo1d-mediated PCP of cilia in the LRO of vertebrates.
Origin of laterality
Although it has been previously postulated that the mechanisms of LR patterning are diverse and evolutionarily divergent across the animal kingdom, the new findings by Blum et al. challenge this dogma with compelling evidence that Myo1d serves as a common and shared driver of LR asymmetry that is broadly conserved in both vertebrates and invertebrates ( Figure 1 ). It is tempting to speculate that Myo1d serves as an ancient mechanism for LR determination that evolutionarily preceded the rise of cilia, LRO and Nodal. Further work in other key species, such as mouse and chick, in which a clear Myo1d homologue exists but the function in LR patterning is unclear, could support a new additive model for LR development that consolidates all currently proposed mechanisms.
With the footprint of a successful Myo1d mechanism already present, why would vertebrates further adopt a seemingly complex cilia-based leftward flow mechanism? Perhaps the answer to this mystery lies in a parallel but equally perplexing question: why did vertebrates begin to rely on the primary cilium for regulating signaling cascades? We can only hypothesize that the cilium and also LRO leftward flow offered animals an additional layer of fine control over the situs of specific organ systems that evolved with ever increasing complexity, particularly the heart. Further, a cilia/flowbased mechanism could have enabled differential regulation of situs between organs, such as the heart, lung and gut.
Finally, these new findings begin to address one of the most profound and impactful mysteries in the LR field: why and how did LR asymmetries arise during the evolution of the animal body plan? Blum et al. offer a tantalizing glimpse into an actomyosin-based mechanism that may be the key to this puzzle.
